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Abstract 
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Introductloa 
The classical Morse inequalities concern a gradient flow with nondegenerated 
critical points on a compact manifold M and provide an estimate of the number 
of stationary points with k-dimensional unstable manifold by the kth Betti number 
of the manifold M. One of the possible generalizations of Morse inequalities i the 
Morse equation in the Conley’s index theory proved by Conley and Zehnder [l] 
(see also IS]). 
Assuming aflow on a locally compact metric space X is given, one says a compact 
invariant set S is isolated if it is the maximal invariant subset in some of its compact 
neighborhoods. The cohomological Conley index of S is defined as the Alexander- 
Spanier cohomology of a certain pair of sets assigned to S, called index pair. Taking 
ranks of the modules of this cohomology as coefficients, one can assign to each 
isolated invariant set S a formal power serk~ p(t, S). 
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Now if S admits aMorse decomposition (Ad,, Mz, . . . , M,,), i.e., Ml, M2,. . . , Mn 
are mutually disjoint isolated invariant subsets of S satisfying 
~~S\u{M~lj=l,2,..., n) * 3i, j, icj, a-(X)E Mj, O+(X)E Mi 
with JZ ‘(x) and n’(x) the negative and positive limit sets of X, then 
(0.1) jg, p(t, Mj)=p(t, S)+(l+t)Q(t) 
for some formal power series Q with nonnegative integer coefficients. 
The family of stationary points of a nondegenerated gradient flow constitute (up 
to an ordering) a Morse decomposition of the manifold. The manifold itself is an 
isolated invariant set with its Coniey index equal to the cohomology of the manifold. 
Since the formal power series associated toa stationary point takes the form t9 with 
q the dimension of its unstable manifold, one can easily obtain the classical Morse 
inequalities from the Morse equation (0.1) above. 
Recently the Conley index theory has been extended to discrete time dynamical 
systems by Robbin and Salamon [7] and independently by the author [5], The aim 
of this paper is to prove the Morse equation in the discrete case. For this end “we 
adapt the proof of existence of index triples by Kuriand [3] to the discrete case 
and then use the ideas of Rybakowski and Zehnder [S] to obtain the Morse equation. 
Maqy proofs do not essentially differ from the continuous case and are omitted. 
The n.ain difference isthat Lemma 4.1 in [3] has no direct counterpart inthe discrete 
case and the connectedness argument in the proof of Sublemma in [3] fails. 
Franks [2, Theorem 6.5) obtained another generalization of Morse inequalities 
in the discrete case. However, he concerns the case of a smooth manifold, a 
diffeomorphism and a hyperbolic hain recurrent set, whereas our approach is purely 
topological. 
The organization ofthe paper is as follows. The first section contains preliminaries. 
In particular we briefly recall the construction of the Leray functor used in [S] to 
define the cohomological Conley index for homeomorphisms. In the second section 
we summarize author’s earlier work [S] on the cohomological Conley index and 
introduce the category off-pairs. The third section contains definitions and properties 
of repellers and attractors. In the fourth section the theorem on existence of index 
triples for repeller-attractor pairs is presented. In the last section we introduce the 
Morse decomposition for discrete-time dynamical systems and prove the Morse 
equation. 
1. Preliminaries 
Q, Z, f+, Z= and N will denote the sets of rational, integer, nonnegative, nonposb 
tive and natural aumbem respectively, The usual notation for intervals will denote 
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intervals in Z, hence for instance 
We assume X is a fixed locally compact metric space. If A c Y t: X, the notation 
int y A, cl y A, bd y A will be used for the interior, the closure and the boundary of 
A in Y respectively. If this causes no misunderstanding, weshall drop the subscript 
Y in the above notations. 
Pairs of spaces will be oft,en abbreviated toone capital etter, like in P = (PI, P2), 
Pz c PI. Like in [Sj we will extend the notation used for spaces to pairs of spaces. 
By a map f: P+ Q of pairs P, Q we will mean a continuous mapping f: P1 + Q1 
such that f( P2) E Qz. If R, S are pairs such that R E P, S c_ Q and f: PI + Q, is such 
that f(R) s S, then one can consider the map 
which maps aR2 into S2. This map will be called the contraction off to the pair of 
pairs (R, S) and denoted by f R,S l If R, S are pairs such that R_E S, then iks will 
stand for the contraction of /the identity id : S + S to the pair of-pairs (R, S) and it 
will be called the inclusion of pair R into pair S. 
58 will denote the category of graded vector spaces over Cl-and linear maps of 
degree zero. If E, FE %, then Ep( E, F) will stand for the set of allmorphisms from 
E to Fin EP.Thus,if E, FE i!f, +E 8(E, F), then E ={E,), F={F,), 4 ={+“),where 
E,, F, are vector spaces over Cl! and 4” : E, + F, are linear maps. For E = (E,,}, 
F = {F,} E 8 the family { & x F,} will be called the product of E, F and will be 
denotedbyExEIf~E~(E,F)and~EEP(G,H),~en{~,x~”}:ExG-,FxH 
will be called the product of the maps 4, # and will be denoted by 4 x +. 
The functor of the Alexander-Spanier cohomology with rational coefficients will 
be considered as a functor H* : Topz+ 8?, where Top, stands for the category of 
topological pairs. If P, Q are pairs of spaces, P c= Q, Pi, Qi (i = 1,2) are compact 
and P,\P2 = QI\Q2, then we call the inclusion Ps Q an excision. We recall that in 
such case H*(i& is an isomorphism. 
We shall need the category Endo( 8) of graded vector spaces with a distinguished 
endomorphism which is defined as follows. The objects of the category Endo( 8) 
are all pairs (E, e), where E E f? and e E EB(E, E) is an endomorphism. The morph- 
isms from (E, e) E Endo( 8) to (F,f) E Endo( 8) are all maps 4 E 8’( E, F) such that 
4c a$$. We will briefly write 4 : (E, e) + (F,f) to denote that 4 is a morphism from 
(E, 4 to (F,f), 
The distinguished endomorphism will be usually denoted by the lower case 
character of the corresponding upper case character denoting the ambient space. 
In such cases and in cases when the distinguished endomorphism is clear from the 
context we will often omit it and write E E Endo( %) instead of (E, e) E Endo 
etc. This should cause no misunderstanding and will essentially shorten the notation. 
We will also write 4 : E -, F instead of 4 : (E, e) + ( F, f ) if it is clear from the context 
that E, p are objects of Endo( 
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The full subcategory of Endo( 8) consisting of objects of Endo( 8) with finite 
dimensional components and their morphisms will be denoted by EndoO( 8). We 
also define the category Auto( 8) as the full subcategory of Endo( 8) consisting of 
graded vector spaces with a distinguished isomorphism. 
The object (E, e) E Endo( 8) such that E,, = 0 and e,, = 0 for all n will be called 
the zero object of Endo( $) (or briefly zero) and it will be denoted by 0. 
Let (E, e) E Endo( 8). Define the generalized kernel of e as 
gker( e) := U {e-“(O) 1n E N}. 
Put 
(1.1) L( E, e) := (E/gker(e), e’) E Auto( 8) 
where 
e’: E/gker(e)z+c]+[e(x)]E E/gker(e) 
denotes the induced endomorphism. Assume C# : (E, e) + (F, f) is a morphism. Let 
4’: Elgkde) 3 LA + [&(x)1 E Flgkdf) 
denote the induced morphism. Put 
(1.2) L(t#b):= tp’. 
It is straightforward to verify that ( 1.1) and ( 1.2) define a covariant functor 
L : Endo( 8) + Auto( %), 
which is the restriction of the Leray functor to the subcategory EndoO( 58). (See [5, 
Section 41 for the general definition of the Leray functor.) 
2. The category of &pairs and &maps and Conley index 
Assume a discrete time dynamical system on X, i.e., a fixed homeomorphism 
f : X + X is given. It will be convenient to use the notation xn := f "(x) for any x E X 
and ncB. If ArX and As& then AA:={xn(xEA,ncA}. 
For a given set N c X the sets 
Inv+ N:={~EXIXZ+~,N}, 
Inv- N:= {XE X(xZ-c, N}, 
Inv N:= Inv- Nn Inv” N 
will be called the positively invariant, the negatively invariant and the invariant part 
of N (relative to f) respectively. 
The set A is called invariant with respect to f iff Inv A = A. Similarly A is positively 
invariant (negatively invariant) ifi Inv+ A = A (Inv’ A = A). A subset A of iv is 
called positively invariant with respect to N iff An f -‘( IV) s f “(A). 
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Proposition 2.1. If A C_ M c N and A is positively invariant with respect to N, then A 
is positively invariant with respect to M. If A, B c N are positively invariant with respect 
to N, thensoareAuBandAnB. 
If S is a compact invariant set and S is the largest invariant set in some its 
neighborhood N, then S is called an isolated invariant set and N is said to isolate 
S. If, in addition, N is compact, it is called an isolating neighborhood for S. 
Definition 2.2. A pair ( P1, P2) of compact subsets of X with P2 c_ P, will be called 
an f-pair iff P2 is positively invariant with respect o P1 and P,\P, of-‘( P,). 
If P = (P,, P2) is an f-pair, then put 
Propmition 2.3. Assume P is an f-pair. Then 
(2.1) f(P)c T(P), 
(2.2) the inclusion ir,r(r) is an excision. 
Formula (2.1) shows that the contraction off to the pair of pairs (P, T(P)) is 
well defined. Introduce the notation 
fr :=fer(r), ip := iRT(P) l 
Since by (2.2), H*( ip) is an isomorphism, we can pose the following 
Definition 2.4. The endomorphism Ip:= H*( fp)o H*( ip)-’ of H*(P) will be called 
the index map associated with the f-pair R 
Assume P, Q are two f-pairs and h : X + X is continuous. We shall say that h is 
an f-map of P, Q if h(P) E Q and the following diagram 
fP P - T(P) 




commutes. One can easily verify the following. 
Propositions 2.5. f-pairs and f-maps constitute a category. If we assign to each f-pair 
P the object (I#*( P), Ip) E Endo( 8) and to each f-map h : X + X of f-pairs P, Q the 
morph&h H*(hp,Q), we obtain a contravariant functor from the categoty of f-pairs 
into the catqov of graded vector spaces with a distinguished ewdwew@~~rn. 
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The functor from the above proposition will be called the extensig3n of the 
Alexander-Spanier cohomology to f-pairs and will be denoted also by H*. The 
composite functor Lo H* will be called the Leray reduction of the Alexander-Spanier 
cohomology and will be denoted by LH*. 
A special case of an $-pair is an index pair. Recall (see [S, Definition 2.13) that 
the pair P = (P,, P2) of compact subsets of an isolating neighborhood N is called 
an index pair of S := Inv N in N (with respect tof) iff the following three conditions 
are satisfied. 
(2.3) P, , P2 are positively invariant with respect o N, 
(2.4) Inv- N E int, PI, Inv+ N 5 N\ P2, 
(2.5) PI\ Pz E int N nf-‘(int N). 
The family of all index pairs in N will be denoted by IP( N,f) or simply by IP( N). 
Assume P E IP( N). Then, by (2.3) and Proposition 2.1, P2 is positively invariant 
with respect o PI. Moreover, (2.3) and (2.5) imply that P,\P2cf-‘( P,). Hence 
each index pair is an S-pair. 
Proposition 2.6, Assume P, Q are two f-pairs such that P G Q and PI\ Pz = Q1\Q2. 
Then it,,, is an excision and an f-map. Consequently H*(P), H*(Q) are isomorphic 
objects of Endo( riB) and L( H*( P)), L( H*( Q)) are isomorphic objects of Auto( 8). 
The following lemma is a special case of Lemma 5.8 in [S]. 
Lenua 2.7. Assume N is an isolating neighborhood. Then for every open neighborhood 
V of Inv- N there exists a compact neighborhood P of Inv- N in N which is positively 
invariant with respect to N and P E V 
Theorem 2.8 (see [5, Theorems 2.3 and 2.61). Assume S is an isolated invariant set 
and N is an isolating neighborhood of S. Then for every neighborhood W of S there 
exists an index pair Pin N such that P,\ Pz G W. If N, Mare two isolating neighborhoods 
such that Inv N = S= Inv Mand PE IP( N), QE IP(M), then LH*(P) and LH*(Q) 
are isomorphic. 
This allows to define the cohomological Conley index of an 
S as 
C(S):= LH*(P) 
for any index pair P in any isolating neighborhood isolatirlg 
We recall the following properties of the Conley index. 
isolated invariant set 
s. 
Propositloa 2.9 (see [S, Theorem 2.121). If S, S, , S2 are isolated invariant sets such 
that S is the disjoint union of S, and S,, then 
C(S) = C(S,) x C(S& 
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Proposition 2.10 (compare [5, 
invariant set and C(S) = 0. 
Proposition 2.101). 7%e empty set is an isolated 
Lemma 2.11. Assume Q, P are two pairs of compact subsets of X such that 
(2.6) P c Q and ipQ is an excision, 
(2.7) PE IP(M) f or some isolating neighborhood M c X, 
(2.8) Q1, Q2 are contained in some compact N E X and Q2 is positively invariant 
with respect to N. 
Then Q is an f-pair and 
LH*(i,): LH”(Q) + LH”(P) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Q2 is positively invariant with respect o Q, by (2.8) and Proposition 2.1. 
We have also 
Q1\Q2=P*\P2c_S-'(P,)~f-1(Q~). 
This sho,wsthat Q is anfipair. Since i P,Q is an excision, H*( ipsQ) is ankmmphbm 
in the category 8. But it is also a morphism in Endo( 8), hence it must be -an 
isomorphism in Endo( 8). It follows that LH*( ip,Q) is an isomerphism. Cl 
3. Attractors and repellers 
Assume A E X. We dehe the positive and negative limit sets of A as 
0+(A) := n (cl A[ n, a~) 1 n E IV}, 
K(A):=n{cl A(-W, n]lnEN}. 
Bem&. When replacingf by f ‘* we obtain another discrete time dynamical system 
with reversed time (in the sense that f”(x) = (f-‘)-“(x)). It is called the dynamical 
system dual to J All notions, statements and proofs concerning f have their dual 
counterparts. We already considered the following pairs of dual notions: 2’ and 
Z+, Inv- N and Inv+ N, K(A) and 0’(A), positively invariant and negatively 
invariant. All dual notions, when necessary, will be defined explicitely. Whenever 
a statement (i.e., a proposition, lemma, etc.) has a superior asterisk, it means that 
its dual version, which can be obtained and proved by replacing all dual notions 
by their dual counterparts, i  also true and can be used further. 
Proposition+ 3.1. 
(3.1) 0+(A) is invariamt. It is the maximal invuriant subset of cl( AZ+). If cl(AZ”) 
is compact, then Ilk+(A) Z (Q. 
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(3.2) JfA is closed, positively invariant, hen O+(A) = Inv A. If A is closed, invariant, 
then O+(A) = A. 
(3.3) Vx E X, Vn E E, n+(x) = a+(m). 
For given subsets A, B of X we define the sets of points on trajectoties connecting 
A with B by 
C(A, B):={xEX(SZ-(x)~A,n+(x)c, B). 
Let Y be a compact, positively (negatively) invariant subset of X. The set A E Y 
will be called an attractor (repeller) relative to Y iff there exists a neighborhood U
of A in Y such that O’(V) = A (K(U) = A). In such cases we will say that U is 
attracted (repelled) by A, We shall speak simply about attractors or repellers 
whenever the set Y is clear from the context. Note that attractors and repellers are 
dual notions and by (3.1) and (3.1)* they are invariant. 
Lemma* 3.2. IfA is an attractor in Y, then for ally E Y either O+(y) s A or In’(y) A 
A = 0. Moreover, the set {y E Y 1 n*(y) E A} is open in Y. 
Proof, Choose U, a neighborhood of A such that n’( U) = A. Assume Jz+( y) A A # 
0. Then there xists n E N such that yn E U and, by (3.3), Q’(y) = bz+( yn) G n’( U) = 
A. Moreover, there exists V a neighborhood of y in Y such that Va G U, hence 
n’(z)=@(zn)sJZ+(U)=A for ZE V, 
which proves the assertion. 0 
Lemma* 3.3. I$ N is a compact subset of Y and A:= Inv N is such that 
(3.4) Inv’ N E AE int, N, 
then A E int, Inv+ N and A is an attractor in Y. 
Proof. Put U := int y N, V:= int y Inv+ N and assume A Qt V Then there exist z E A 
and a sequence (zn)~ U\Inv+ N such that z,, + z. Let 
t ‘=oU(Zn):=maX{keZ+12~i~ U for i=O,l,...,k}. n* 
It follows from the lower semicontinuity of ou (see 14, Remark 91) that lim tn 3 
tlJ”(z)=oo. 
Put W, := Zntne Since Wn E f “( Y\ U) and f “( Y\U) is compact, without 10~s of 
generality we can assume that wn + we f “( Y\ U). Fix k e N. Then w,,[-S 0] G N 
for all but a finite number of n EN. It follows that w[+, 0] 5=, N for all k E N, i.e., 
w E Inv’ N. From (3=4) we get that w E Inv N and f(w) E tnv N c_ U, which contra- 
dicts w E f “( Y\ U) and proves that A G V = intv Inv* N. 
Since by (%2), @(Inv* N) = Inv(fnv+ N), we get i2’( V) G P(tnv+ N) = 
Inv(Inv’ N)s Inv N = A. Again by (3.2), A= @(A)E n’( V). Hence A=n’(V), 
which proves that A is an attractor in Y. g 
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Assume a compact isolated invariant set S is given. For any subset A E S we 
define the following mutually dual notations 
E+(A):=(~ESIQ+(X)~A=~}, 
E-(A) := {x E S 1 K(x) n A = 0). 
The set E+(A) (respectively E-(A)) will be of interest if A Is an attractor (a repeller) 
in S 
The proof of the following proposition does not essentially differ from the 
continuous time case (compare for instance [9, Lemma 3.21). Hence we omit it. 
Proposition* 3.4. If A is an attractor in S, then 
(3.5) An E+(A) = 0, *- 
(3.6) S\E-(A) G A, 
(3.7) A= E-(E+(A)), 
(3.8) E’(A) is a repeller in S, 
(3.9) S\(Au E+(A)) = C( E+(A), A). 
4. lbpeller-attractor pairs 
If A is an attractor in S, then, by (3-Q the set E+(A) is a repeller in S. It iscalled 
the repeller complementary to A in S. Property (3.8)* implies that if B is a repeller 
in S, then E-(B) is an attractor in S. It is called the attractor complementary to B 
in S Moreover, it folluws from (3.7) and the d~l property that the operations of 
taking the complementary attractor and the complementary epeller are mutually 
inverse. Hence it is natural to speak about repeller-attractor pairs. Precisely speaking 
the pair (B, A) is called a repeller-attractor pair (R-A pair) in S iff B is a repeller 
in S and A is the at&actor complementary to B or, equivalently, A is an attractor 
in S and B is the complementary epeller. 
Formally, the notion dual to the R-A pair (B, A) is the attractor-repeller pair 
(A-R pair) (A, B), i.e., an R-A pair with attractor written first. Hence (B, A) is an 
R-A pair iff (A, B) is an A-R pair. In other words the notion of the R--A pair is 
self-dual (up to the transposition of attractor and repeller). 
PrqosMon* 4.1. Assume (A’, A*) is an R-A pair in S and K c_ S\A+ is compact 
and inwriant, ?%en K E A’. 
Proof. Take x E K Then n’(x) E n’(K) G K c S\A+, hence x E A- by the property 
(3.7)? cl 
For any compac% subset BG N we put 
Inv’( N, B) := (x 6 Inv’ N 1 n-(x) S o), 
fnv+( N, 8) := (9~ 6i-i Inv+ N 1 n”(x) 
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Lemma* 4.2. Assume N is an isolating neighborhood of S and (A-, A+) is an R-A 
pair in S. Then 
(4.1) Inv+( N, A+) is open in Inv+ N, 
(4.2) Inv+( N, A-) = Inv+ N\Inv+( N, A+), 
(4.3) I&( N, A-), Inv-( N, A+) are compact and disjoint. 
Proof. Put Y := Inv+ N. In order to show (4.1) choose M to be an isolating neighbor- 
hood of A+, such that MC_ int N, M n A - = 0. Assume x E Inv-( M n Y). Then 
x E Inv N = S and In-(x) c_ Inv- M c_ M, i.e., n-(x) n A- = 0. Hence x E E-(A-) = 
E-( E+( A+)). It follows from (3.7) that x E A+ = Inv( M A Y). Hence Inv-( M n Y) E 
A+ = int M E int y M and Lemma 3.3 implies that A+ is an attractor in X Choose 
W a neighborhood of A+ in Y such that sZ+( W) = A+. Since Inv+( N, A+) = 
{y E Y (a+(y) E A+}, property (4.1) follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Now consider (4.2). The inclusion Inv+(N, A-) c_ Y\Inv’(N, A+) is obvious. 
Hence assume yE Y\Inv’( N, A+). Then it follows from Lemma 3.2 that a+(y) c_ 
S\A+ and from Proposition 4.1 that R+(y) G A-, i.e., y E Inv+( N, A-). This proves 
(4.2). 
Compactness of Inv+( N, A-) and Inv-( N, A+) follows directly from (4.1), (4.2) 
and the dual properties. To prove that Inv’( N, A-) and Inv’( N, A+) are disjoint, 
assume that x E Inv’( N, A-) n Inv’( N, A+). Then x E S\C(A’, A+) = A% A-. 
However, if x E A+, then 0 # n’(x) E A+ n A-, otherwise 0 P K(X) E A+ n A-. 
&we in both cases we get a contradiction which proves (4.3). 0 
Theorem 4.3. Assume (A-, A+) is an R-A pair in S, N is an isolating neighborhood 
isolating S. Then there exists a triple (PO, PI, P2) of compact subsets of N such that 
P*E P,G PO and 
(4.4) (PO, Pz) is an f-pair and C(S) = LH*( PO, P2), 
(4.5) (PO, P,) is an f-pair and C(A’) = LH*( PO, P,), 
(4.6) (P, , P2) is an f-pair and C(A+) = LH*( P, , P2). 
Proof. Choose (PO, Pz) E IP( N). Then (PO, Pz) is an S-pair and (4.4) is satisfied by 
the definition of the Conley index. Since Inv’( N, A+) E Inv- NC_ intN PO and 
Inv’( N, A+) n Inv+( N, A-) =0, we can &oose &M, a compact neighborhood of 
Inv-( N, A+) in N, which is disjoint from Inv+( N, A’) and contained in intN PO. 
Obviously A+ = Inv A+c Inv M The opposite inclusion is also true, because 
x E Inv M implies x E S and 
n-(x) n A’s Inv M n A’s M n Invi( N, A-) = 0, 
Le., JN E’(A’)= E’(E+(A+)) = A+ by (3.7). 
Since A+ s Inv’( N, A+) n S s int N M n int N = int M, we see that M is an isolat- 
ing neighborhood for A’. It is Gtralghtforward to verify that Inv- M = Inv’( N, A’). 
But W:= intN Mu(X\N). W is open in X. We shall show that f-‘(W) is a 
neighborhood of Inv” M If this is not true, then there exists x E Inv’ M such that 
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f(x) E N\int, M- Then f(x) E Inv- N and since J2-(f(x)) = Q-(x) E A+, we have 
also f(x) E Inv-( N, A+) c int, M, a contradiction. 
Now, using Lemma 2.7, choose P to be a compact neighborhood of Inv- M in 
M, positively invariant with respect to M and included inf-‘( W) n W Put P, := P u 
P2- 
Observe that by Proposition 2.1, P n P2 is positively invariant with respect to M 
and satisfies Inv+ M n (P n P2) G Inv+ N n P2 = 0. Since P c M c PO, we have also 
P\(PnP2)= P\&E Pn(P,\P,)s Pnint Nnf-‘(int N) 
C_ Wnf-‘( W)nint Nnf-‘(int N) 
G int, M n int N n f -l(int, M n int N) 
c int M nf -‘(int M), 
because W n int N c_ int N M and int, M n int N = int M. Thus we have shown that 
(P, P n P2) EIP( M) and consequently 
LH*(& Pn P2) = C(Inv M)= C(A+). 
The inclusion (P, P n P2) s (PI, P2) is obviously an excision and since PI, P2c N, 
P2 is positively invariant with respect to N, we get from Lemma-2.1 1 that (PI, P2) 
is an f-pair and 
LH*( PI, P2) = LH*( P, P n P2) = C(A+). 
This proves (4.6). 
Observe that 
f -‘(A+) c A+ c hv M G Inv- M n int, M 
c intM PI n int, M = int, PI. 
Hfemze we can choose U an open neighborhood of A+ in N, such that 
(4.7) f -l(clN U) u clN U C intN PI. 
Put L := N\ U. Then A- E N\M E int L, i.e., L is a neighborhood of A- and A- = 
Inv A’ s Inv L. To show the opposite inclusion note that x E Inv L implies x E S, 
I(d+(x)nA+sInv LnA+E LnA+= Q) and consequently x E A- by the property dual 
to (3.7). Thus L is an isolating neighborhood isolating A-. 
We shall show that (Q,,, 9,) := (PO n L, PI n L) E IP( L). For this end we need to 
prove that P, is positively invariant with respect o N. Since PI = P u P2 and P2 is 
positively invariant with respect to N, it suffices to show that P is positively invariant 
with respect o N. Take x E P such that f(x) E N. Assume f(x) e R Then f(x) e M 
and P s f -‘( W) implies f(x) E intN M c_ M, a contradiction. Thus f(x) E P, which 
means that P and Pi are positively invariant with respect o M S&e & is also 
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positively invariant with respect to N, we get from Proposition 2.1 that Q-,, Q1 are 
compact and positively invariant with respect o L. There is 
Inv-Lc,Inv-Nn~~intNPonLEintLQo, 
Inv+ L n QI G Inv+( N, A-) n P, E (Inv+( N, A-) n P) u (I& N n PJ = 8. 
Finally observe that (4.7) implies 
(4.8) &\P, s P’\int, P, E ( N\clN U) n (f-‘( N)\S-‘(~1~ U)) 
= intN L nf-‘(intN L) 
and (2.5) applied to (PO, P2) implies 
(4.9) PO\& 5 PO\& E int N nf-‘(int IV). 
Since 
(4.10) Oo\Q* = (PiB\P,) A L= Po\P,, 
we get from (4.8) and (4.9) that 
Qo\Q, C_ int, L n int N nf-‘(intN L n int IV) 
= int L nf “( int L). 
Thus we have shown that (Q-,, 9,) E IP(L) and consequently 
C(A-) = C(Inv L) = LH*(&, 9,). 
By (4.10), (Qo, Q1) c (PO, P,) is an excision, and since P, is positively invariant with 
respect to N we obtain from Lemma 2.11 that (PO, P,) is an f-pair and 
LH*(Po, f,) = LH*(Q,, 9,) = C(A-). 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 0 
5. Morse decomposition zz.ad the Morse equation 
We begin with the following. 
Definition 5.1. Let S be a compact, invariant subset of X. A sequence 
uw,~2,..*, A#,,) of subsets of S is called a Morse decomposition f S if there 
exists an increasing sequence 
fd=A,,sA r~ l .0 rA,=S 
of attractors in S and a decreasing sequence 
S=B&B,a = *’ aB*=P) 
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of repellers in S such that (I$, Aj) is an R-A pair in S for j = 0, 1,2, . . . , n and 
Mj=AjnBj-l forj=1,2 ,..., n. 
‘The following proposition can be proved easily as in [8, Proposition 31. 
Proposition 5.2. Let (M, , A&, . . . , M,,) be a Morse decomposition fS and let ( Bj, Aj) 
be the associated sequence of R-A pairs. Then: 
(i) Mj are pairwise disjoint isolated invariant sets. 
(ii) For each x E S either xZ E Mj for some j or there are indices i <j such that 
In-(y) s Mj and P(y) E Mi. 
(iii) A~=(YESIJ~-(~)SM~UM~U .=a uMk}. 
(iv) Aj is a compact isolated invariant set and (Mj, Aj-1) is an R-A pair in Aj. 
For any object E E EndoO( 8) we define its formal power series by 
p(t, E):= C (dim E,)t”. 
#IEN 
If S as an isolated invariant set with C(S) E Endo,( 8) we defineGts formal power 
series- by p( t, S) :* p( t, C(S)). 
The following lemma can be proved similarly as Lemma 8 in [8]. 
Lemma 5.3. Assume E, F, G E EndoO( %) and a right-hand infinite exact sequence 
is given. Then 
~(t, E)+p(t, G)=p(t, F)+(l+t)Q(t), 
where 
Q(t) := C dim(im y4) t9. 
EN 
Lemma 5.4. Assume E, F, G E Endoo( %) and the sequence 
(5.2) E&F&G 
is exact, Then 
(5.3) L(E)% L(F)= L(G) 
is also exact. 
Proof. Let e,f; g denote the morphisms distinguished in E, F, G respectively. 
We have 
L(j)oL(i)= L(joi) = L(O) =O, 
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i.e., im &(i) G leer L(j). To show the opposite inclusion take a! E ker L(j). Choose 
y E F such that a! = [y]. We have then 
0 = ujkd = U(Y)39 
i.e., there exists n E N such that 0 = g” (j(y)) = j(f”(y)). The exactness ofsequence 
(5.2) implies that there exists X’E E such that i(x’) =f”(y). Since L( e”) = L(e)” 
is an isomorphism, there exists x E E such that [x’] = L( e”)([ x]) = [e”(x)]. Thus 
[Xl- e”(x)] = 0, i.e., there is m E N such that em (x’ - en(x)) = 0. We have also 
f”+“(i(x)-y) = i(e “+“(x)) -f”+“(y) = i(e”(x’)) -f”+“(y) 
=f”(i(x’)-f”(y)) =f”(O) =o, 
which shows that L( i)( [ x]) - [y] = [i(x) - y] = 0. Hence at = [y] E im L(i) and exact- 
ness of (5.3) is proved. Cl 
Thwaem 5.5. If (A-, A+) is an R-A pair in an isolated invariant set S such that 
C(S), C(A’), C(A+) E Endoo( %) (this assumption is in particular satisfied if-Xris a 
compact ANR; see [6]), then 
p(t, A-)+p(t, A+) =p(t, S)+(l+ 000) 
‘for some formal power series Q with nonnegative integer coeflcients. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 we can find compact sets PO, P,, P2 such that 
(5.4) C(S) = LH*(P,, P2), C(A-) = LH*(PO, P,), C(A+) = LH*(P,, P2). 
Applying functor L to the exact sequence of the triple (NO, N, , N2) 
O-, H”(Po, P,)+ H”(Po, Pi)-, H’(P,, P2)+ H’(Po, P,)-+ . . . 
and using (4.4)-(4.6) we obtain the sequence 
O-, C,(A-)+ C,(S)+ C,(A+)+ C&A-)+ . l . 
which, by Lemma 5.4, is also exact. Hence we get our assertion from Lemma 5.3. 0 
Now we are able to prove our main theorem. 
Theorem 5.6. Assume S is an isolated invariant set and (MI, Mz, . l . , M,,) is its 
Morse decomposition with associated sequence 
Endoo( 8) for i = 1,2,. . . , n (as in the previous 
is a compact A NR), then 
(B,, Ai) of R-A pairs. If C(M4) E 
theorem it suclpFces to assume that X 
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where Q is a formal power series with nonnegative integer coeficients. Moreover 
Q(t)= i Q(t), 
j=l 
where 
(I+ t)Qj(t) =P(t, Mj) +p(t, Aj-1) -p( t, Aj)- 
(5.6) If Qj # 0, then there exists x E S such that n-(x) c Adi, n’(x) C_ Mi for some 
Xj. 
Proof. Applying Theorem 5.5 to the R-A pair (Mj, A,-1) in Aj we can find Qj a 
formal power series with nonnegative coefficients such that 
(5.7) P(SMj)+P(t,A,-~)=p(~A,)+(l+t)Qi(t)* 
Now summing over j = 1,2,. . . , n and substituting Q := C Qj, S = A,, p( t, A,) = 
p( t, 0) =+we get our first assertion. 
TO prove (5.6) assume that there exists no x E S such-that K(x) c Mj, D+(x) E Mi 
with j >*i.. Then C(IWj, Aj-1) ~$9, i.e., Aj is a disjoint union of IUj, Aj-1. By 
Proposition 2.9, 
C(Aj) = C(Mj) X C(Aj-1). 
Tlhus 
dim C,(Aj)=dim C,(Mi)+dim Cq(Aj-1). 
Multiplying by t4 and summing over q E N we get 
PC4 4) = ~(6 u,)+p(t, A/-,), 
Hence we obtain from (5,7) that (I+ t)Qi( t) = 0, i.e., 0, = 0. q 
Example. Let DG * be a square and fo: D-, D be a continuous map as indicated 
in ifig. 1. Extend f. to a homeomorphism f: S* + S* with a repelling fixed point r 
outside of D, 
Fig, 1, 
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One can easily compute that the distinguished isomorphism in the Conley index 
of Inv D2 is minus identity. Hence f is not a time-one map of a flow in S*, because 
otherwise the distinguished isomorphism would be plus identity (compare 
65, Theorem 2.9 3). 
Take MO:= {r), M1 := Inv( D, u D2), M2 := Inv(D, u I&). It is easy to verify that 
(MO, Ml, M2) is a Morse decomposition of S* and p( t, A#,) = f*, p( t, M,) = t, 
p( 1, M2) = 2. Since p( f, S*) = 1 + t*, the equation (5.5) is satisfied with Q(t) := 1. 
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